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Reference to previous Report, Annual Series No. 2985.

Report on the Trade of Canton for the Year 1903

P>y MK. ACTING CONSUL-GENER\L C. W. CAMPBELL.

(Canton, July 6, 190i; received at Foreign Office, August 13, 1904.)

The trade of Canton in 1903, as reported in the returns of the Total trade,

Imperial Maritime Customs, shows a remarkable increase on that vcar

a

of 1902, which was a record year. The values are :

Year. Exchange at



CANTON.

Trade of

delta ports.

Lappa
(Macao),
Kowloon,
Samshui,
Kongtuoon,
Kumchnk.

to the extent implied by the above figures. In accordance with

Article 6 of the Final Protocol of 1901 the native customs stations

within 17 miles (50 li) of the port are being brought under the

control of the Imperial Maritime Customs, and the change has

driven many, wrho found it to their interest to freight native junks,
to transfer their goods to steamers ;

and it must be borne in mind
that there is still a large trade by native craft plying between Canton,

Hong-Kong and Macao, which does not appear in the customs

returns, and with the equality of treatment introduced by the

Imperial Maritime Customs, it is probable that more and more of

this trade will gravitate to steamers and swell the published figures.

In an examination of the trade of Canton it is necessary to take

some account of the statistics published by the Imperial Maritime

Customs of Lappa, Kowloon, Samshui, Kongmoon and Kumchuk,
none of which form the subject of a separate Consular report. The
total values reported from these five stations are :

Year. Exchange at



CANTON.

The comparative increase can be stated more shortly :
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Foreign Foreign imports have advanced with the general increase of the

imports. trade
;
98 per cent, of them arrived through Hong-Kong, which is

really the deep-water port of Canton. The improved demand is

partly due to the high prices ruling for materials of native make,
which have forced consumers to seek cheaper substitutes from

abroad :

Year.

I

'
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came byjunk from Hong-Kong, are now imported by steamer.

Cotton flannel is displacing the Japanese article to some extent

owing to lower cost. Indian yarn still advances because of its

comparative cheapness.
Here again the increased importation of opium is attributable to Plum -

the high price of the native drug ruling in 1903.

There is an increased demand for fancy buttons, clocks, um- eneial

brellas and foreign fancy goods. Cement is largely used in con-
m

nection with new works in and around Canton, and especially on the

new railway. Cigarettes and cigars are pushed by the British and
American Tobacco Company with some success. The increased

number of steam filatures, steam launches, &c., requiring coal must
stimulate the import. There is a small decrease in the figures for

foreign flour, but I am assured that this must be accidental
;

the

demand is steadily increasing.

Indiarubber shoes have rapidly come into favour with the lower Indiarubber

classes. The figures for the last five years are :

shoes.

Year. Number of Pairs.

1899 .
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Foreign
exports.

Of these amounts a portion represents exports to Chinese ports.

The values of the foreign exports, all of which were shipped through

Hong-Kong, are as follows :

Year.
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"At that time exchange ruled at about 2-05 fr. for six-month

Paris drafts, and Is. 7%d. for six-month London credits.
"
By the end of March prices had receded about 50 dol. per picul,

exchange remaining stationary. Business revived, however, in

the first week of May and prices improved 25 dol. per picul.
"
The early crops proved to be of average quantity and quality,

and the market remained practically unchanged with a fair regular
demand until about July 15, when, exchange rising, the dollar price
of silks was forced down proportionately. On August 8, with

exchange at 2-31 fr. for six-month Paris drafts, and Is. lOd. for

six-month London credits, standard quotations were :

No. 1 filature, 9 to 1 1 deniers . .

11 13

13 15

Best No. 3 filature, 11 to 13 deniers

Price per Picul.

Dollars.

990
930
880
860

On September 5 the dollar prices remained unchanged, but the

ris3 of 'exchange to 2-42 fr. and Is. lid. for six-month drafts on
Paris and London respectively shows that the situation at home
was slightly improved." From September to the end of the year exchange fell gradually
and dollar prices also receded, recording an unmistakable collapse
in both European and American home trade, and on the last day
of the year the standard quotations were :

Price per Picul.

Dollars.

No. 1 filature, 9 to 11 deniers . . . . 930
11 13 900
13 15

' 875
Best No. 3 filature, 11 to 13 deniers . . 810

"Combined with exchange at 2 '21 fr. for six-month Paris drafts,

and Is. 9Jrf. for six-month London credits.
" Thus the year 1903, closing as it did with lower lay-down cost

prices at home of raw silk, must have proved more or less unre-

munerative to exporters and to the trade generally.
" Waste silk. A general good demand existed for all wastes

during 1903, and prices fluctuated more or less in sympathy with the

raw silk market and the rates of exchange."
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Tea.

Cassia.

Chiimvare.

Fans and fire

crackers.

Glass bangles

Human hair.

Jade.-tjne

ware.

Shoos n nd
boots.

Sugar.

Tobacco.

Railways.

A British tea merchant has very kindly supplied me with the

following observations on the tea season of 1903 :

" For the first time for many years the export of tea has not fallen

below that of the preceding year. During 1903 the quality of

scented caper (the principal branch of the trade) was extremely
poor, and in spite of the very high prices ruling throughout the

season, the quantity was barely enough to meet the demand. The

shrinkage is attributed to the steadily diminishing demand in

England (the only country where this kind of tea has ever been

used), preference being given to Ceylon growths. Scented orange

pekoes have almost entirely gone out of consumption, the export

being one-sixteenth part of that of 1893. The same may be said of

Congous. Kooloo alone seems to have maintained its position.
This branch of the trade is almost entirely in the hands of Chinese,
who ship it to places where their own nationals dwell."

The crop of cassia was fair and demand good, but the increased

figures are no doubt partly attributable to the transference of

shipments from junks to steamers.

The foreign trade in chinaware was really slightly below the

figures of 1902, owing to higher prime cost and to the difficulty of

obtaining supplies from the potteries in the first half of the year.

However, the returns do not properly represent this export, because

the bulk of Chinese cargo, which is largely for Asiatic countries,

is shipped in native craft.

The demand largely responsible for the increased export of eggs
comes from Manila.

The bulk of fans and fire-crackers were formerly shipped by
junk, now by steamer.

The demand for glass bangles conies from Bombay and Asiatic

markets.

I understand that the increased demand for human hair has come
from France and Germany. A little goes to the United Kingdom
and the United States.

Peking and North China are responsible for the advance in the

export of jadestone ware.

The principal market for Canton mattings is America, and the

1903 season is one of the largest on record. Prices ruled high and

qualities fell in consequence ; organised labour troubles at Lin tan.

where the best grades are made, affected the trade very prejudicially
and brought serious complaints from foreign purchasers.

There is a large demand for shoes and boots from Indo-China.

The shortage in brown sugar is due to a small demand from

Japan. As regards cane sugar, good prices ruled in North China,

and the market was better in consequence.
The figures given do not represent the real tobacco export. The

bulk was shipped by junk, and there was really a larger export in

1903 than in 1902.

Little progress has been made with the railway concessions

which were granted four to five years ago.
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The preliminary contract for the (Janton-Kowloon Kailway <jauton-

dates back to the early part of 1899, but there the matter still Kowioon

rests. Bailwaj.

Beyond a few miles of earth embankment nothing was done at Canton-

this end towards the construction of the Canton-Hankow trunk
T trunk line.
line.

The local railway from Shek-wai-Tong (on the river bank, a Cantou-

mile south-west of the Shamien Concession) to Samshui was officially
Samshui

opened as far as Fatshan (13 miles) on November 15, 1903, and
branch

regular passenger traffic between Fatshan and Canton commenced
on December 10.

My acquaintance with the trade of Canton in 1903 is slight
British trade

(I took charge of the Consulate-General on December 18), and the JPgJ, j

be

published statistics contain no returns of origin and final destination ; position.

however, there seems to be no reason to doubt that British trade is

holding its own fairly well.

Therewas somegrumbling with regard to the competition of a couple Competition

of new steamers plying between Hong-Kong and Canton, which are ste

<|

t er8

said to be assisted by a subsidy from the Government of Indo-China, subsidised.

yet the tonnage of British shipping entered in 1903 was still 74 per
cent, of the whole. The British predominance of 30 or 40 years ago
has gone of course, as it was bound to go so soon as other nationals

became alive to the advantages of transacting their business directly,

and banking and other facilities enabled them to do so on favourable

terms. And no doubt the long-continued contempt of the old China

merchant for anything except the lucrative staples cleared the way
considerably for the new competitors. But the British firm of to-day British firms

has little to learn from Continental or American rivals, and I have little to learn

yet to come across the Consul who can teach him anything of practical competitors
commercial value. With the abundance of Chambers of Commerce or Consuls.

existing along the China coast it would indeed be strange if the

discovery of a real
" new opening to British trade

"
fell to the

modern Consular officer. I can only hazard, with diffidence, a

suggestion or two based on some observation of the methods of

traders at this and other treaty ports.

It is a remarkable fact that in Canton, the history of whose Competent

intercourse with foreign merchants is almost secular, there is not
j^.wledge

of

a single member of an important foreign firm who can converse with language
a native in decent Cantonese, or who can attempt to check a simple

should be

correspondence in Chinese writing. Throughout South China
^eouragwf

it is a rule, with few exceptions as far as I know, that no mercantile amongst

employee is expected to make any serious acquaintance with the Bn( I8n

speech of the people. It is not altogether that a knowledge of the

spoken and written languages sufficient to carry on ordinary business

transactions is difficult of attainment. It has been and is the custom

to consider such a knowledge unprofitable because it is apt to pin
a man down to the district where his acquirements are useful

;
and

again, the compradore system, whereby all transactions are made

through a Chinese intermediary, who more or less guarantees
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the credit of the Chinese party to a contract, is convenient and safe,

and does away with the necessity of an intimate
"
knowledge

of the country-side." It is evident that such a system must
tie the merchants' hands. He is largely what his compradore or

compradores make him, or wish him to be, and he has little power
as a merchant to be anything else.

Couipmdore I am persuaded that the specialisation of trade must make this

becoming system in its present form impossible, and that a judicious encourage-
out-of-date, ment of the acquisition of a working knowledge of Chinese should enter

more largely than it does into the regular policy of British firms. In

support of this view I can point to the success which of late years
has followed the employment of foreign travelling agents, possessing
Chinese knowledge, in pushing the sale of kerosene, sewing thread,

soda, paper and cigarettes (to mention those articles only of which
I have some personal knowledge) throughout the interior. If such

inexpensive articles can bear the cost of special foreign agents, it

is not unreasonable to conclude that any saleable merchandise

can bear it.

Methods of I am constantly the recipient of admirable price lists and descrip-

wares"
8 neW ^ve catalogues fr m British firms at home, which I endeavour to place

Uselessnoss in
^ ^e ^ es^ advantage of the senders. But in nine cases out of ten

many cases of I feel the futility of this method of extending business in China,

catalogues Such lists and catalogues being only in English can only be made
known by the agency of British firms on the spot, and they, as a

rule, have neither the special knowledge nor the staff to enable

them to do this with practical effect. For instance, a firm of machine

makers sent me not long ago an elaborate illustrated pamphlet,
which would be sufficient perhaps to assist a European merchant

with expert knowledge to extend that line of business. In Canton

there are no machinery experts amongst the British merchants, and

even if there were, the first step they would naturally take would be

to ask the home firm to send out some working specimens of the

machines to show to Chinese. It cannot be too thoroughly under-

stood by such manufacturers that almost their only hope of estab-

lishing a footing is to send out qualified representatives with working

specimens. The creation of a paying market in any novelty is a

tedious process in China, and the local British merchant will not

attempt the task without more inducement than a catalogue. A
commercial friend, the leading representative of an old firm of

standing, has pointed out to me a difficulty which actually occurred

to him in such a case. He was prepared after some trouble and

inquiry to risk capital and effort in pushing the wares of a British

manufacturing firm, but he wished to make it one of the conditions

of his assistance that he should be the sole agent in China for the

purpose for a specified period. This was refused, and those wares

are, I believe, still unrepresented in the Chinese market. Yet it

would seem only reasonable that if a local merchant succeeds in

making a market for special wares he should be allowed a fair enjoy-

ment of it and not be liable to displacement by the home manufac-
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turers for any reason and at any moment. It is all a matter of terms,
no doubt, but the impression left on my mind by the facts of the case

I have mentioned was that the home manufacturers did not attach

sufficient value to the advantages which in China arise from the

machinery of an old-established firm with a well known "
chop

"

and a wide connection. For such they must be prepared to pay
more than for similar advantages in Europe.
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COMPARATIVE Table of Principal Articles of Import from Foreign
Countries at the Port of Canton during the Years 1902-03.

and Average for Five Years 1898-1902.

Description.
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COMPAEATIVE Table of Principal Articles of Export to Foreign
Countries and Chinese Ports from the Port of Canton during
the Years 1902-03, and Average for Five Years 1898-1902.
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KETUEN of Shipping at the Port of Canton during the Years

1902-03, and Average for Five Years 1898-1902.

(1) STEAMERS EXTEKED.

Nationality.
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(3) STEAM Launches (under Inland Steam Navigation Kules)
Entered.
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